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ABOUT THIS GUIDE
From cyber-attacks to device takeovers, fraud is a very real threat to your 
business. Fraud losses on UK-issued cards totalled £671.4m in 2018, a 19% 
increase from £565.4m in 2017, according to UK Finance1. However, there 
are steps merchants can take to minimise the risk of a security breach. 
This guide provides information and advice for everyday fraud prevention, 
including:

Whatever the size of your business, you might be a target for financial 
fraud. Don’t be one of the 7 in 10 businesses that leave themselves at risk2. 
Protect your business now.



TERMINAL SECURITY
Monitor your terminal at all times and never let it out of 
sight.

Your terminal supplier will provide a level of security 
by complying with physical and operational banking 
regulations. However, as a business, you can maximise 
terminal security by taking the following steps:

Regularly change the terminal PIN – not just before using it for the first 
time. Why not set a reminder to change this weekly or monthly?

Train each member of staff on the correct card acceptance procedures 
– widely circulate the Terminal User Manual and Cardnet Operating 
Manual.

Keep your PIN, supervisor card and log-on credentials safe – make sure 
they’re only accessible to authorised/trained staff members. In the 
wrong hands, fraudulent transactions could be processed, for which you 
may be liable.

If you have any concerns that your terminal has been tampered with, 
contact us immediately on 01268 567100*.

*Lines are open 8am to 9pm Monday to Saturday.



CARD PRESENT TRANSACTIONS
These are transactions when the cardholder and  
the card are present at the same time, i.e. chip & pin,  
or contactless. 

Terminal safeguarding 
Make sure you’re concentrating when using your terminal, as fraudsters 
may use distraction tactics to take control and process a large volume or 
value of transactions, which you may be liable for.

Cardholder behaviours 
If someone is behaving unusually and you suspect something is wrong, 
call the Authorisation Centre on 01268 822 822*, state “This is a Code 10 
authorisation” and follow their instructions.

Keyed transactions 
Do not key a card number into your terminal when the card is present. 
This increases the risk of a security breach to your business.

Referrals 
If a transaction is referred, ensure you follow the referral instructions 
provided by the terminal – you will be advised to contact the 
authorisation centre.

*Lines are open 8am to 9pm Monday to Saturday.



CARD NOT PRESENT (CNP) 
TRANSACTIONS
Mail/telephone orders or online payments are considered 
as remote ‘card not present’ transactions. These involve 
a much higher risk of fraud – in 2018, 2,050,275 accounts 
were defrauded with a value of £506.4m – compared with 
other types, such as cloning and counterfeit cards3. 
 
Security checks
Perform background, Card Security Code (CSC) and Address Verification 
Service (AVS) checks via your payment gateway.

Too good to be true? 
Be particularly suspicious of high value or bulk purchases from new and 
overseas customers. Fraudsters may use social engineering tactics, so 
remember that an authorisation code is not a guarantee of payment.

Collection of goods
Under no circumstances should mail/telephone/ecommerce orders be 
collected by the cardholder. If this is unavoidable, refund the original CNP 
transaction and take a card present transaction using the chip and pin 
card for additional security.

You must have written agreement from Cardnet to accept CNP 
transactions as they pose an increased risk to your business.



OTHER FRAUD CONSIDERATIONS

Phishing emails 
If you receive an email from somebody claiming to be a bank or official 
business asking for transaction details, contact us immediately  
on 01268 567100*. 

CCTV 
Installation of CCTV allows you to monitor the premises but will also 
prove useful if you need to report a fraud event to the police.

Refunds 
Identify the original card transaction to ensure refunds are processed to 
the same card. Refunds without original sale should be investigated.

Third parties 
Never process transactions for another individual or business. Fraudsters 
may offer commission to process transactions, but you will be liable and 
may put your Cardnet facility and wider business viability at risk.

Transaction laundering 
This is a form of money laundering, where merchant payment systems 
are used to process unregistered payments for illegal activities. If you 
are approached with a proposition to buy card transactions, contact us 
immediately on 01268 567100*.

Bogus engineers 
Be aware of unexpected engineers looking to ‘update’ or ‘fix’ your 
terminal, phone calls to advise the terminal is not working, or requests to 
perform a ‘test’ refund. These may all be attempts to process fraudulent 
transactions through your terminal. 

Your terminal supplier will always contact you before sending an 
engineer, and you can validate engineers by contacting us immediately 
on 01268 567100*.

Here are some other ways fraudsters might target your business and protective measures you can take:

*Lines are open 8am to 9pm Monday to Saturday.
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Think you’ve been a victim of fraud?

We can guide you on what to do next. 
Contact us immediately to report fraud. 

WHAT TO DO NEXT
Lloyds Bank Cardnet are proud to provide our 
innovative payment technology and excellent 
customer service. We take your security seriously.  
 
Remember, never:

• Give your terminal log-on details to someone who isn’t a 
trained and authorised member of staff

• Accept CNP transactions without prior written agreement 
from Cardnet 

• Process a test refund for an unexpected engineer

Banks and card companies prevented £1.66bn  
in unauthorised fraud in 20184. This represents  
incidents that were detected and prevented by firms,  
and is equivalent to £2 in every £3 of attempted fraud  
being stopped.

Payment Security hub
Find insights and help in our Payment Security hub at  
Lloyds Bank Cardnet.
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